Our GEM Plus range of aluminised PPE for foundries is made by us, in the UK, to the highest possible specifications. We understand the complexities of PPE requirements within foundry and castings environments and that’s why our GEM Plus aluminised foundry range is made without compromise.

We manufacture our garments ourselves, so as well as our off-the-shelf range, we can produce bespoke PPE to any requirement within fast turnaround times.

Our PPE solutions are trusted throughout the UK and beyond to deliver the quality, practicality and conformity that is needed within challenging working environments.

Our GEM Plus foundry range is made from flame retardant, aluminised rayon and has excellent heat reflective and insulation properties. The material protects against molten splash, flame and radiant heat up to 400°C.
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Specification
Conforms to: EN ISO 11612
A1, A1, C3, D2, E3, F1
A1 Flame propagation
B1 Convective heat resistance
C3 Radiant heat resistance
D2 Molten aluminium splash resistance
E3 Molten steel splash resistance
F1 Contact heat resistance
WELDING AND INDUSTRIAL
SAFETY SOLUTIONS

PPE FOR WELDING AND FOUNDRIES, WELDING CURTAINS AND SCREENS,
WELDING BAYS, WELDING BLANKETS AND INDUSTRIAL TEXTILES,
FIRE BARRIERS, WORK SHELTERS
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